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Dustin Moody (00:02): 

What does it look like to be able to be legitimately and vocally upset about something in such a way that 
it also communicates clean to the good? 

Joanna Meyers (00:17): 

You're listening to the Faith & Work Podcast, where we explore what it means to serve God, neighbor 
and society through our daily work. 

Dustin Moody (00:29): 
Hey, everybody. Welcome back to the Faith & Work Podcast. I'm Dustin Moody, director of 
communications at Denver Institute for Faith & Work, and I'm joined today by my colleague, [Joanna 
Meyer 00:00:37]. Welcome back, Joanna. 

Joanna Meyers (00:38): 

Hi, Dustin. Nice to be with you today.  

Dustin Moody (00:40): 

Joanna, since we sit about, well now six feet socially distance apart from one another. I know one of the 
big things you're working on is the politics event coming up in a few weeks. Tell us a little bit about that. 

Joanna Meyers (00:48): 

Yeah. As we thought about what would be critical issues for Christian discipleship this year, the idea of 
how do we live out our faith through the way we engage the political process was front of mind because 
it's election season. And so we started planning an event. One thing that has been beneficial about the 
pandemic is that when we had to transition from an in-person event that was Denver focused to an 
virtual event, we realized it had the potential to reach a broader audience. And so we got creative. We 
said, “What if we invited some friends to join us for this critical conversation?” So, we just started 
inviting.  
 We said, “Hey, who in the Faith & Work community would be interested in jumping on board?” 
And we've seen more than seven organizations, some leading publishing houses and advocacy 
organizations jump on board to host a conversation about living out our faith in a vibrant Christian 
gentle way through the political process. And so one of the organizations that is partnering with us for 
the event on the 17th is the Nashville Institute for Faith & Work.  

Dustin Moody (01:46): 

Yeah. And we're excited to have Rose Wynne Brooks with us today to help co-host the podcast. Rose 
Wynne has extensive background in sales and marketing and leading strategies for global organizations. 
She also spent some time at the University of Tennessee, but as a proud Florida Gator who's also polite. 
I won't hold this last one against her. Rose Wynne and welcome to the Faith & Work Podcast. 

Rose Wynne Brooks (02:04): 

Thank you, Dustin. DIDDO back, won't hold it against you either. I'm delighted to be here. And I love that 
we are getting to do this collaboration on a national basis. I think it speaks into the topic of politics. 
Maybe we'll set a standard of what a collaboration can look like. 
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Joanna Meyers (02:24): 

Amen. Amen. 

Dustin Moody (02:24): 

Yeah. As Rose Wynne mentioned, we're going to continue our conversation on politics. And I just 
wanted to kind of share some stats that are framing our discussion today. 39% of people say they see 
political diversity within their families, but three quarters of Americans interact with people from 
another political party at work. And we don't always think about the interactions at work being political, 
but in this season, they so often are. Our guests today on the podcast is Scott Sauls. Joanna, tell us a 
little more about Scott.  

Joanna Meyers (02:53): 

Scott is the senior pastor of Christ Presbyterian Church in Nashville, Tennessee, which helped found the 
Nashville Institute for Faith & Work. And he's the author of several books, including Jesus Outside The 
Lines and a Gentle Answer, which we'll talk about more in today's podcast. He is also a panelist at our 
politics event, which will be September 17th, called the Politics of Neighborly Love. If you want to learn 
more about that, you can go to politicsevents.org. And before he was at Christ Presbyterian, he served 
at Redeemer Press in New York City under Tim Keller, and has also started churches in Kansas City and 
St. Louis. I really love Scott's work and have appreciated some additional content that you can find at 
scottsauls.com. His teaching is inspiring and also you're described as a balm for the soul because it really 
is. 

Rose Wynne Brooks (03:41): 

Scott in the past that you have talked about and written about politics from a Christian perspective, 
you've said how you don't ever want to be perceived as being on the right or the left as Justin Giboney 
has written, “Too conservative for progressive and too progressive for conservatives.” Tell us how you're 
leading your congregation to think about political engagement in this upcoming election. 

Scott Sauls (04:08): 

Well, we haven't entered that conversation just yet, but we're about to in our preaching and 
communication and otherwise, and basically our message has consistently been throughout the years 
and especially during election cycles, Jesus's kingdom is not of this world. He was abundantly clear on 
that. He stands above earthly politics and earthly systems. And as the one who stands above, he also 
speaks into with both affirmation of the good that is there in the platform of the left and the right and 
with critique of that, which is not good and not just and not right. Does that mean that Jesus wants all of 
his followers to be political moderates? Not necessarily. It means that Jesus doesn't want his followers 
to obsess about partisan, politics and confuse partisan loyalty with loyalty to him.  

 If it is harder for people to discern that you are a follower of Jesus than it is for them to discern 
that you're a Republican or a Democrat, you're probably missing the mark. And if people scratch their 
heads a bit about where you stand politically, you're probably in a pretty good place. The longer it takes 
people to guess whether you're going to vote left or right, at least in the current climate, probably the 
better off you're going to be as one who can identify as a follower of Jesus because the left platform and 
the right platform, both put certain lives at risk. Both of them are selectively pro-life. Both of them are 
selective in, or as my friend Bryan Loritts says, “A la carte,” in their platforms in terms of which 
segments of humanity get the advocacy and which segments of humanity don't get the advocacy.  
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 Bottom line Jesus is for every kind of person, he's for the week, especially he gives special 
attention to the weak and the vulnerable, for the protection and care of the weak and the vulnerable. I 
guess, in our climate that would include black and brown lies and it would include unborn lives. And 
those who emphasize one, typically not in all cases, but typically don't emphasize the other and vice 
versa. Christ would say, “Look, I'm for the little children and I'm also for the alien, the stranger and the 
refugee and anybody who's not part of majority culture.” We got to wrestle with that tension. That's a 
longer answer than I want it to give. 

Joanna Meyers (07:01): 

I'd like to drill down a little bit on your comment about neither party being holistically pro-life. What do 
you think it looks like because I think about often the political traditions I've been raised in and there's 
that sense of like, I can't dream of voting for anything but a conservative perspective because the 
conservatives are the only ones that are truly pro-life. Tell us what is a really holistic perspective, a 
Christian perspective of being pro-life look like in this day and age? 

Scott Sauls (07:29): 
Christian perspective means that you are going to be understood as one who is equally for the 
immigrant and the refugee as you are for the unborn child. And the counterargument tends to be well 
it's millions and millions of babies every year, and we're talking hundreds of thousands of refugees and 
immigrants. So, there's no comparison while there is comparison. As soon as you're willing to discard 
one life, there is comparison. And again, you can't go a la carte on this one. You can't neglect the poor. 
You call yourself into question as a follower of Christ if you neglect and diminish the cries and the needs 
of the poor. So, to my conservative friends, I would say, “Look your pro-life platform has zero integrity, 
until you are ready to also advocate for born lives and where you're also ready to do the work of 
creating solutions for the mothers who come in to abortion clinics instead of churches for help.” 

 Why is it that they come into clinics instead of churches? Because they suspect that this is the 
only answer because over 60% less statistic. I heard over 60% go into the abortion clinics, living under 
the poverty level. These are desperate choices. These aren't sexually promiscuous people who are just 
trying to get rid of the consequences of promiscuity. This is desperate people making desperate choices 
that are also tragic and sinful and injurious to human life. And so to have integrity in are very rightful, 
protection and defense of the unborn. We also have to be those who make ourselves available for 
better solutions than the ones that exist even in churches. For every one crisis pregnancy center, maybe 
there ought to be 20 more. I dream and I don't know if this will ever happen, but I dream of a world in 
which non-Christian women in a crisis pregnancy will think first of churches and secondly of, or not even 
think of clinics because of the love that is so public and so available and accessible and the support and 
the advocacy and the resourcing to carry the pregnancy through.  

 That abortion doesn't just become illegal. It becomes unthinkable because there's a better, 
more life-giving solution. And I don't think that's ever going to happen unless people of faith take the 
lead in those initiatives, it's not going to happen through politics. I don't think. And so we have to 
become as comprehensively pro-life as the early church was. The entire moral fabric of Rome was 
transformed by the third century AD because Christians were non-selective in terms of who they would 
care for and advocate for among the vulnerable; widows, orphans, the poor, the unborn. It was widely 
known in Rome that if you had a girl, it was likely that she would be discarded into a dumpster onto a 
trash sheet by her father because they wanted boys.  

 The Christians would regularly, they had this dumpster ministries where they would go and they 
would retrieve these dying babies and bring them in to their own homes and make them part of their 
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families. We need that kind of radical response, I think. We can't just shout, there is a place for speaking 
truth to power and having a prophetic voice, but we can't just do that. And we have to be like Mother 
Teresa who said to a very pro-choice president, very publicly at a national prayer breakfast, “Stop 
terminating your babies.” She didn't stop there. She said, “And give them to me.” And I think the church 
needs to collectively take the lead with that voice. You hit me on a hot button there. 

Joanna Meyers (11:19): 

I love hearing it. 

Scott Sauls (11:20): 

So boxed. Look, we've got immigrant refugee children in cages, separated from their parents. That 
should not happen. That is a grave injustice that should never happen. And we ought to be equally as 
passionate about making sure that doesn't happen, as we are about the vulnerable children in the 
womb being threatened and injured and terminated. And so it's got to be both in. 

Dustin Moody (11:48): 
Let's talk a little bit more about that passion and I have a feeling this podcast might bring up some more 
hot button issues. You're on safe territory, Scott. 

Scott Sauls (11:54): 

Oh, I thought we were done with it. 

Joanna Meyers (11:54): 

Good luck on that. 

Dustin Moody (11:56): 

It seems like as our passions have moved to the extreme on both sides of the aisle and partisanship and 
polarization is increasing both statistically, we can see that anecdotally in the relationships, since the 
conversations that we're having. I liked what you said earlier about confusing our loyalties. How can our 
partisanship be a deterrent to our witness? And I guess what I mean by that is, to your point, how being 
known first by being Christian, we had Justin Giboney on two weeks ago in the podcast. He was talking 
about kind of the same idea that our parties are fallible because they're made by broken people and 
broken systems and they present a false narrative and a false choice that often presents an idea of one 
or the other. So you're either pro-life or you're pro-woman to use your example. Where can Christians 
enter into the debate for the sake of the gospel in those conversations? 

Scott Sauls (12:48): 

Justin is a great example and his partner Michael Wear. I don't know if you've had Michael on your 
program, but he's just a very thoughtful, excellent, beautiful voice into these spaces. Michael's a great 
example actually. He's served in the Obama administration as sort of liaison to religious communities in 
the United States. And went on to other things before President Obama was done with his time of 
service. I asked Michael, we had him here for an event and asked him, “Have you ever considered 
running for higher office?” And he's too young to, I think you have to be 35 and he just turned 30 like a 
year or two ago. It's amazing. How much have you done with your life, Scott at age 52. He said, “Oh, I 
would never be nominated by my party because I'm pro-life, in terms of pro-life for the unborn.” 
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 And then, another example of Governor Bill Haslam, who we'll be together on another 
conversation in several weeks together with, but Governor Haslam is a Republican governor, possibly 
the best governor in the history of the State of Tennessee. In terms of his comprehensively pro-life 
platform, that got him criticized and sometimes got him called a RINO, a Republican In Name Only 
because he not only advocated strongly as Republicans are known to do for the unborn, but also for 
immigrants and refugees and the poor and people without healthcare. He served on the board for 
World Vision, which is this massive global mercy and justice organization. And he's kind of hard to figure 
out, for a strong hard right-leaning partisans in the same way that somebody like Michael Wear is hard 
to figure out for strong, left-leaning partisans because they're willing to go against the platform of their 
party. Where the platform of their party does not adequately address things that are at the heart of the 
love your neighbor mandate of the gospel. 
 And so I think the simple answer, which is complicated in real life, the simple answer is that to 
do politics Christianly, we will always be intention with the party that we are aligned with. And that 
doesn't mean we shouldn't be aligned with a party. The disciple, Matthew was a tax collector. The 
disciple, Simon was a zealot. Two very different. One could be labeled progressive. The other could be 
labeled conservative. There's no record in the gospels that either of them left their affiliation. There's 
also no record of the two of them getting into a political fight, which is interesting as closely as they 
lived to each other. Although we do have record of them serving and living and dying together under 
King Jesus. And we do have record of Matthew being the only gospel writer who pointed out that 
Matthew was a tax collector and Simon was a zealot. 
 We have to have this dynamic among Christians, a noticeable, critical mass of Christians who are 
just as likely to show up on CNN as they are on Fox News and vice versa. We don't have that right now. 
We have your certain brand, so to speak for lack of a better word of Christian, a public Christian who's 
going to get invited to Fox News. And then you've got a certain brand of Christian that's going to get 
invited to CNN because of conflation of politics with Christianity. And we have to remember that 
government was God's invention. Politics was humanity's invention. That's why politics is so messed up 
and government is still a great idea. 

Joanna Meyers (16:39): 

Okay. That's fascinating. I would like to share a little quote from your book, a Gentle Answer, which is a 
powerful read that talks about this idea of loving your neighbor through politics. You wrote, “When love 
your neighbor takes a back seat to American partisanship, when the protection and advancement of our 
own rights and privileges takes precedence over the needs of the least of these, spiritually and socially 
sensitive people can find it difficult to get on board with versions of Christianity that look, smell and talk 
more like Uncle Sam than like Jesus Christ.” I'm wondering how do we actually engage the political 
process with the spirit of love? In practical terms like, what does it look like to love your neighbor 
through politics? 

Scott Sauls (17:18): 

Yeah. Speak the truth in love. Putting the two together. I would say the less emotionally tied we are to a 
party and the more emotionally tied we are to the cause and causes of Christ. The more likely we are to 
be the kinds of people who speak the truth in love. When we become those kinds of people, we're going 
to create confusion. People won't know where we stand and that will frustrate people and people won't 
be able to figure us out and that's the cost that's part of the cost of discipleship for a Christian who 
engages the political landscape faithfully is that you're always going to be attention. You're always going 
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to be at odds with people on both the extreme of the right and the extreme of the left. And typically 
those are the loudest voices. 

 And so you're going to feel like you don't really have a home politically when in fact you do 
because most of the voices that are not the loud voices and not on the polar extremes are people who 
actually think you make sense and wish that there were more people like you. I think another direction 
in an answer to your question came from Michael Wear in another conversation where around voting. 
And I love the way he said this. This was fascinating. He said, “Voting is a way to use power. And as a 
Christian, it's a way to use power so as to love your neighbor as yourself.” What would our world be like 
if we saw power first and foremost, as our resource to serve, rather than to demand or defend our own 
rights and privileges and ease of comfort. 

 I thought, “What an incredible vision in just one sentence that your vote or your political 
engagement is a way to invest energy in loving your neighbor as yourself.” And then when we think of 
the context in which Jesus introduced that concept of loving your neighbor as yourself, he told the good 
Samaritan parable where one political opposite at one sociopolitical opposite of Samaritan served and 
blessed and invested his time and resources and energy into the protection healing, and flourishing of a 
person who's supposed to be his political enemy. Love transcended differences. If we think about using 
politics, our role in politics, whatever that may mean, it was just casting a vote, or if it's a bigger voice, or 
even a position of power of thinking of it in terms of loving our neighbor as ourselves. That could be a 
really beautiful thing if it gained some momentum. 

Dustin Moody (20:22): 
Yeah. I want to talk a little bit more about this idea of power, but move it from power in the voting 
booth to more power positionally. And I want to read a quote from Jesus outside the lines that I really 
liked. You said, “Why would Jesus resist earthly power? Why would even a politician after God's own 
heart, King David tell us not to trust in chariots, horses or princes? Because Christianity always flourishes 
most as a life-giving minority, not as a powerful majority. It is through subversive, counter-cultural acts 
of love, justice and service for the common good that Christianity has always gained the most ground.” 
It seems like one of the things that we as Christians, maybe conflating and I heard the Attorney David 
French talk about this recently is, the difference between religious liberty and religious power. 

 How should we think about those as believers as we approach the election? Recognizing that 
power may not be what we are aiming for if as you mentioned in your book the cause of Christ is best 
pursued as a minority. 

Scott Sauls (21:21): 
So, there's a lot in there. Religious freedom from the Christian perspective. Again, it is not provided for 
us so that we can assert our right to religious freedom or our right to tax breaks on charitable 
contributions, for instance, our right to whatever. We are given freedom in Christ so that we can serve, 
so that we can serve God and serve our neighbors. That's why our freedom exists. In the same way that 
Christ use his freedom to lay down his life in order to save, rescue and ultimately advance and secure 
the ultimate flourishing of people who were turning in on themselves and on each other, namely us, all 
of us. While we were still sinners that's when Christ died for us.  

 So again, the partisan posture is just the polar opposite of that. The partisan posture is fiercely 
Darwinian. It's almost comical that evangelical Christians who reject Darwin without ever having read 
Darwin, don't realize how Darwinian their approach to politics is. Nietzsche called it the will to power, 
the desire and effort to dominate. That's not Christian, it's not Christian. The only domination that a 
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Christian should ever seek is the domination of love. Is winning your neighbor through love, is achieving 
greater flourishing, greater truth, greater beauty, greater justice for the communities and the places of 
work, the places where you live, the places where you play of being part of something that achieves 
greater flourishing and greater truth and beauty and justice. That's what Christian domination is.  

 The kicker of that is it typically involves laying down your own life, giving up your own rights, 
sharing and giving away your own resources and considering others as being more important than 
yourself like Philippians 2 says. American evangelicalism, those are oftentimes foreign ideas that seem 
silly and even persecuted inside evangelicalism. Whereas if we look at say the black church in America, 
the black church understands these things in a much deeper way than maybe the historically a fluent 
white church does, because their lives have been lived in a similar context as the writers of the Bible. 
The writers of the Bible from Moses, to the prophets, to the apostle Paul, to the apostle Peter, to the 
gospel writers, they almost 100% of them except Ecclesiastes and Song of Solomon, pretty much every 
other book of the Bible was written under the condition of imprisonment, government persecution, or 
opposition, exile, Pharaoh's Egypt oppressing and enslaving the Israelites.  

 The whole narrative of scripture, the whole redemption story is told in the context of being 
behind in the culture and not having privileges, not having tax breaks for sure, for charitable giving. That 
would have been ridiculous in Nero's Rome or Pharaoh's Egypt. “Are you kidding? Charitable tax breaks 
for charitable contributions? Are you serious?” And so I think our concept of religious freedom in 
America can get a bit worked and can become quite unbiblical. When we take our concept of religious 
freedom and we make it synonymous with religious privilege, whereas religious freedom in the Bible is 
the freedom to not fear dying anymore, if you get persecuted by the state. It's the freedom to love your 
enemies and pray for those who persecute you and bless and don't curse those who persecute you. It's 
the freedom to be meek and know that as a meek one, you're going to inherit the earth. It's the freedom 
to hunger and thirst for righteousness for you will be filled. It's the freedom to give your life away. That's 
what religious freedom is in the Christian construct.  

 And you look at even the way that the early church flourished in the Roman empire in the first 
three centuries after the New Testament was written and after Christ died and buried, risen, ascended, 
sent the Holy spirit, Pentecost happens, and the church becomes this movement and they want to 
dominate, but the way they want to dominate is by increasing the healing of the broken. That's how we 
want domination to happen. They want to beat Cesar, not by beating Caesar in the political game, they 
want to beat Cesar by loving Rome better than Caesar loves Rome. That's precisely what they did. In the 
context of three centuries of persecution and government opposition, Christianity won over the 
affection of Rome. And then what happened? The Roman Emperor Constantine, a pragmatist says, “I'm 
going to turn Christianity into the state religion because all the citizens love Christianity now. And I want 
them to love me, and I want them to be behind me.” 

 And so a lot like Nebuchadnezzar did in Babylon, “If you're against Christianity, then I'm going to 
bring the power of the state against you.” And guess what happened when Christianity and the state got 
in bed together, the salt lost its savor. Christianity lost its influence. It lost its power. It became nominal 
and anemic in its effect on society. And that's always happened. It happened in England when the 
church and the state came together, you've got all these beautiful, historic, empty sanctuaries in 
England. And it always happens when you put government and the church in bed together and treat 
them as if they're one in the same, as if one's the right hand and one's the left, things go poorly.  
 History teaches us that, the Bible teaches us that. Render onto God, what belongs to God and 
render onto Caesar, what belongs to Caesar, whose image is on the coin? Caesar. Okay. Render unto 
Caesar what belongs to Caesar. Pay your taxes, be a good citizen, be a better citizen than those who 
don't know Christ. Be exemplary in your support of the government as long as the government, isn't 
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asking you to forsake Christ or deny Christ. Whose image is on you? God's image is on you. Surrender 
yourself to God and render what belongs to Caesar to Caesar. 

Rose Wynne Brooks (28:27): 

I hear you saying that engaging in politics versus being a citizen, and then how do you use your voting 
right to serve and care for the neighbor? Right. Sometimes I think that as a citizen, we go in thinking we 
have to defend our security, protect our position and it becomes very abstract and gets sort of 
fulminated through this win loss of your political party. And it reminds me of a quote that I'm going to 
read from your book, a general answer in that, “Engaging in politics, shouldn't be abstract.” And you 
described gentleness as this is a direct quote. “Jesus is saying that the happiest most well-adjusted 
peace filled people are those who will sometimes take it on the chin because of their belief and love for 
him.” So it's not about trying to win, right in your vote. It's about defending security and protecting 
people. It's really made me think about that differently, Scott. 

Scott Sauls (29:41): 
Well, thanks Rose Wynne. We've got two Faith & Work institutes represented in this conversation. And I 
really think, of course government is a realm of vocation for those who work in government, as well as 
those who have any power, whether it's a voice or in our political context, we have a vote. And so in 
many ways we can look at government involvement and involvement in the political process in the same 
way that we look at our work. We all work for institutions that are imperfect as imperfect people. And 
yet as Christians we've been taught by the Lord and by the scriptures to view our work as sort of our 
tending the garden realm. And as we tend God's garden, being commissioned by God, in whatever our 
unique calling is, vocationally, we create for the glory of God and/or we redeem and restore for the 
glory of God, depending on what the nature of our work is. 

 And I think it's fair to say that involvement in the political process, the Christian mindset around 
involvement in the political process is the same. That we are here to create, flourishing for the common 
good, not just for my people, but for all people, not just for my kind, but for all kinds. That's the love 
your neighbor as yourself mandate. And we're here to redeem and restore that which is broken in our 
society. Unborn children are being terminated. That's a vulnerable segment of the image of God that 
requires advocacy that requires Christian advocacy.  

 Black and brown people are speaking out in pain of 400 years of unjust history. Every Christian 
ought to think, how do I tend to that in my political involvement. It's a both and proposition which 
makes, do I lean left or lean right, do I vote left or vote right, a more complicated question and to be a 
faithful Christian, you're always entering into complicated decisions because the call of a follower of 
Christ is as much as possible. And as far as it depends on us to leave nobody behind and to ensure that 
everybody at the expense of nobody has the best opportunity to flourish. And for people who are 
involved in public service, whether you're in government or you're in law enforcement or you're public 
school teacher, or what have you, that's how Christians with the mind of Christ will approach these 
things on and on. Those are some thoughts there. 

Jeff Haanen (32:32): 

Hi, this is Jeff Haanenthe Founder of Denver Institute for Faith & Work. Hey thanks for listening to the 
Faith & Work Podcast. And for letting me interrupt you briefly to share just a request. I want to ask you 
to consider becoming a financial contributor to Denver Institute. Each day thousands of people listen to 
our podcasts, engage our short courses and grow spiritually as a result of generous donors like you. Each 
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podcast episode is a 100% funded by generous donors who believe that work as a way to love God, 
serve our neighbors and demonstrate the gospel to our world.  

 If you've enjoyed the Faith & Work Podcast, would you consider paying it forward by giving right 
now? You can give by visiting difw.org/donate or by visiting the show notes page from this episode, 
whether it be $50 a month, $25 a month, or a gift of any amount, we are so grateful for your support. 
Again, you can give by visiting difw.org/donate or by checking out this episode's show notes. Thanks 
again for your generosity towards God's People and toward the mission of Denver Institute. And now 
back to the Faith & Work Podcast. 

Rose Wynne Brooks (33:33): 

Scott, I'm going to ask you to provide a little bit of pastoral care since you work as a pastor. And this is 
true confessions from Joanna. I seem to be the only member of the Denver Institute staff team that 
offers true confessions regularly on [crosstalk 00:33:47].  

Dustin Moody (33:47): 

That's not true. That's not true. And we talked to Thompson a couple of weeks ago, I shared my own. 

Rose Wynne Brooks (33:52): 

[inaudible 00:33:52], yeah. 

Joanna Meyers (33:54): 

So one of the things I'm really struggling with in this election season is moderating my emotions around 
issues that I'm passionate about. And I have an expression I've had to confess that sometimes I come 
into work or come into social situations, hot. I call it coming in hot, where I've been reading something 
online or just meditating on an issue. And I am deeply disturbed by whatever's going on that day. And 
I've realized it can have a deeply negative impact on a social gathering when I come in hot. And so the 
Lord is discipling me through my emotional response to issues, but I wanted to ask you about that as a 
pastor, your book is based around the idea of gentleness and you also draw out the importance of 
righteous anger.  
 And I'm wondering if you could, there's kind of three threads to my question. One, how do I deal 
with my emotions when I'm coming in hot? How does the Lord speak into that in my own discipleship? 
And then the second question, which I can remind you of, if we need to, at that point in the 
conversation is how do we balance gentleness and righteous anger? 

Scott Sauls (34:56): 

I love that question. That's my favorite question around the subject of gentleness, are anger and 
gentleness mutually exclusive? And the answer is absolutely not. Jesus got hot. He turntables over, he 
was as furious as a raging bull at death, outside of Lazarus tomb. He not only wept, he also got very 
angry at the reality of death, we see Jesus speaking choice words to religious bullies in the later chapters 
of Matthew, even name calling; whitewashed tombs, sons of Satan. Just pretty choice words and we 
know that as he did that, he did it without sin. He did it all without going overboard in the moral 
universe of Father, Son, and Holy spirit. And so there are occasions where actually lashing out might be 
the most God-like thing that's called for if the child is sprinting toward a busy highway, that's a time to 
lash out in order to protect that child. 
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 If let's say a child is being bullied by an adult, that's a time to get really fierce with that adult. 
There's no polite talk, if you see a child being bullied by an adult, or if you see somebody weaker being 
beat up on by somebody who's stronger, that's a time to get really hot under the collar in defense of the 
vulnerable party, not on my watch. You've got to go through me before you get to this vulnerable 
person. That is the godlike thing. And at the same time to your question, there's also this statement in 
the Psalms and also in Ephesians, which I unpack a little bit in the book where it says, “Be angry.” And 
the original Hebrew and the original Greek, it's an imperative, it's a command, be angry.  
 The Christian thing is to be angry, when anger is called for and do not sin in your anger. And so 
being a Christian doesn't being mean being a nice person all the time. It doesn't mean being a polite 
person all the time. It doesn't mean sweeping offensive things under the rug. It means addressing 
offensive things in such a way that we simultaneously can hate what is evil and express our hate for 
what is evil while clinging to what is good. And the sheriff of Nashville once said that, “The philosophy of 
how they treat inmates is this, attack problems, not people.” And good example might be, the ministry 
of Dr. Martin Luther King. And I say ministry, it was a public ministry that he had. He was quite a 
theologian. He was a pastor. He was ordained. He based all of his work around his understanding of the 
scriptures or John Perkins, who was a contemporary of King, who is still living and still faithfully 
advocating for truth and justice. 

 There's this concept or this idea that they both got from Jesus, that they called peaceful 
resistance. Where there is resistance, there is an open hatred for evil, along with an open invitation of 
anyone who wants to attack evil with us, please join the cause and clinging to what is good because on 
the other side of every hatred for evil, let's say we hate murder, the other side, there's a positive. We 
love life. We affirm life. We hate injustice because we love equality and justice and equal opportunity. 
We hate bullying because we love care and compassion. We hate economic injustice because we love 
flourishing. We hate oppressive work environments because we love life giving work environments.  

 And so I wonder Joanna, if behind your question is the wondering that I get sometimes when I 
get kind of worked up, which I've even gotten, worked up on this conversation. I'm one who gets 
worked up. I have prophetic personality sometimes that can turn into a jerk's personality sometimes.  

Joanna Meyers (39:29): 

There's a fine line, to the best of myself. 

Scott Sauls (39:31): 

There's a fine line, but our task is to discern between what's truly prophetic and of God and what's 
meandering into the, that means spirit adherence, snarky. What does it look like to be legitimately and 
vocally upset about something in such a way that it also communicates clean to the good? Fred Rogers, 
Mr. Rogers is a great example. We're all in love with Mr. Rogers again, documentary in a Hollywood 
movie about him, we're starting to show our kids is Mr. Rogers neighborhood on Netflix and stuff. All of 
a sudden he's popular again because his kindness is so attractive and so compelling in this, us against 
them climate that we're in. 

 But what most people don't know about him is his kindness toward children, flows from pain 
and anger in his story. He was bullied as a child. He was called for body image issues. He was bullied as a 
child and he was called names around his body type, which was horrible and at some point made a vow. 
“As far as it depends on me, no child will be made to feel like I have felt if I could have anything to do 
with it, by being bullied in this way.” And also anger that went with his pain because he felt like the 
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voices of children weren't taken seriously enough. And so it was pain and anger that actually fueled his 
kindness and his gentleness.  

 That's a great example, I think of somebody who hates things that are evil and expresses that 
hatred through advocacy, which he did before Congress and in other context where he got kind of 
fierce, but also while simultaneously clinging to what is good by letting his gentleness be evident to all. 
And so a lot of it depends on the occasion or context, but self-awareness is everything. And you're self-
aware. I hope I can be a self-aware as you are. And also to have people around us that have the 
permission and sense it, that we're approachable for them to say to us, “Hey, you got a little bit hot 
there. And I think some people could have heard you in a different way than you may have meant to 
come across.” And I think as long as there are people that we're in community with, who can love us in 
that way, we'll be fine but don't lose your prophetic spirit. Don't lose it. It's needed. 

Joanna Meyers (42:00): 

[inaudible 00:42:00] just allow the Lord to temperate and beautiful ways.  

Dustin Moody (42:03): 

What I want to ask a follow-up and this might kind of go along with what Joanna was talking about, this 
idea of gentleness, particularly as Christians engage politics. It's easy to be gentle with those we agree 
with.  

Joanna Meyers (42:15): 

Amen.  

Dustin Moody (42:15): 

It's easy to show gentleness to people that we're already familiar with already in community with. And 
one of the things that's led to this state of polarization is that we can self-select the people we're 
around. We can self-select the people we come in contact with. We can self-select our media narratives 
that reinforce things we already believe in. We have the ability to create our own bubbles to an extent, 
where that breaks down is in the context of our churches, our workplaces, even our neighborhoods. 
Those are becoming more homogenized by the day. In these areas of differences it's harder to be gentle. 
 And you're actually right about this, in Jesus outside the lines you say, “Part of the Christian 
experience is learning to love difficult people just as Jesus loves us when we are difficult, this includes 
actively moving towards people we don't naturally like or enjoy.” So in this season, as we're kind of all 
wrestling with these big ideas and the stressors of pandemic and the election and everything else that's 
going on in life, how do we move towards difficult people in an effort of gentleness? 

Scott Sauls (43:15): 

I think realizing first that for every difficult person in our lives, we are probably the difficult person in 
their life to. Jesus is teaching about logs and specs, it's really important in occasions that involve conflict 
where we're doing self-inventory, we're considering what we might be bringing to the table to create 
the tension or the conflict. What is it about me? So, humble yourself in the sight of the Lord. And deal 
with the log in your own eye before you address the spec. And by the way, Jesus, didn't say don't 
address the spec in somebody else's eye. A spec in an eye can lead to infection. It can lead to blindness, 
and so it's a labor in service of love to address a spec in somebody else's eye but with gentleness and 
respect with humility having done our own work first is really important. 
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 Having done our own heart work first before we approach the conversation. I think too, that, 
we're wise, if we assume the posture of listeners, being quick to listen and slow to speak rather than the 
other way around. The partisan spirit is quick to speak and slow to listen. The Christian spirit is quick to 
listen and slow to speak. Doesn't mean that we don't speak, it doesn't mean that we don't have a voice, 
but it means that our ears are bigger than our mouth in most of these situations. I love what Tim Keller 
says about receiving unfair criticism, not just criticism, but unfair criticism. And I watched him do this for 
five years. I never saw him dress somebody down. I never saw him say a bad word about anybody to 
their face or behind their back. 
 And what he says about unfair criticism is, “It's always best to take the unfair criticism into a 
private place and get before the Lord and ask the question. Is there a kernel of truth in there that I can 
use as an occasion to repent a fresh to the Lord and receive grace, a fresh from the Lord, again realizing 
that our critics, which tend to be those that were in conflict with and tend to be the people that we're 
most prone to criticize, they're also going to be our critics might have something to teach us.” Christena 
Cleveland, who's a religious scholar at Duke says this about divergent political views, which I think is kind 
of the main thrust of this conversation. She says, “The people who have the clearest view on our biases 
are our sisters and brothers in Christ who hold divergent political views from ours.” 

 One of the things that got me so excited was when we started having these conversations in our 
church and Republicans started coming to church leadership and saying, “Is there a way you can get us 
or me into a small group with some blue state people?” And then Democrats started coming and asking 
the same question about getting into community with red state people. And I think that's a real sign of 
maturity is a willingness to, not just a willingness and eagerness as seeing the value of putting yourself in 
community with somebody like Matthew and Simon. And the disciples who shares your faith, but not 
your politics. There's politics is really where we get heated up the most.If it weren't for politics, cable 
news would go out of business because people care so much about politics. And that's why cable news is 
thriving. As a business model.  

 The more we can subject ourselves to the scrutiny of people who disagree with us, the more 
likely we're going to come together to a more Christ centered place. I mean, there is good reason why 
on one side of your city and mine, in one zip code of your city and mine, you can have an all-white 
church that says, “You know what? We all believe the Bible, Genesis to Revelation 100% start to finish, 
cover to cover every word of it's true. Every word of it's from God. And on the basis of that, we just 
cannot fathom how you could call yourself a Christian and be a Democrat.” And then in another zip code 
of your town in my town, you can have an all-black church that says, “We believe the Bible cover to 
cover God's word, every single word, inspired by God, completely authoritative. And as a community, 
we cannot fathom how you can call yourself a Christian and be a Republican.” 

 Those two communities would greatly benefit from getting together and listening to one 
another stories and experiences, because I think we fool ourselves when we think that our cultural 
situation does not affect the way that we understand and misunderstand the scriptures and the way of 
Jesus. The more difference you can get in the room and in the conversation among people who are sold 
out to the truth of scripture, the better perspective we're all going to end up with and the more Christ 
centered and Christ like perspective we're going to end up with down the line. But that requires a great 
humility and a great patience to sit in and invest in those conversations and that kind of community, 
because it's painful. Cultural clashes, even Paul's going at it. Jews and Gentiles, you got to come 
together, you got to come together under Christ because in Christ, there's no Jew and Gentile and 
there's no slave and free.  
 By the way, wealthy people, guess what the people who work for you, you don't own them. God 
owns them. They're your equal. And in fact, if your churches are working correctly, masters should be in 
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submission in certain situations to their servants who are elders of the church. There's no reason why 
there shouldn't be a church situation where a servant is an elder exercising spiritual leadership and 
authority over their employer. And we get that principle and that spirit communicated in the Book of 
Philemon, but everything is turned upside down. In the Bibles, things like slavery exists, but the Bible 
also creates the very conditions for slavery to be abolished. And so the Bible deals with the complexity 
of human community and it acknowledges the complexity of human difference while also calling us to 
something higher. 

Rose Wynne Brooks (50:25): 

Well, this has been really rich and I have a lot of notes from the things that you've talked to us about 
today. From a pragmatic perspective, if you could boil it down to say between now and November 5th, 
what are some practical ways that we can think about what gentleness looks like? 

Scott Sauls (50:45): 

I think that John Wesley has the greatest quote of all time on this. And it's actually in the politics chapter 
of Jesus outside the lines, I think. And he says this when there was a really tense election season in 
England, and he said to his congregation, I think he preached it and it was transcribed. He said this, “For 
people who will vote, I urge them to vote for those they judge most worthy and to speak no evil against 
the person they voted against and to take care of that their spirits are not sharpened against people 
who voted on the other side.” John Wesley.  

Joanna Meyers (51:32): 

Amen.  

Scott Sauls (51:32): 

I couldn't say it better than that.  

Rose Wynne Brooks (51:33): 

I love it.  

Joanna Meyers (51:35): 

Yeah. 

Dustin Moody (51:36): 

As we wrap up, I'd love to hear a little bit more from Joanna and Rose Wynne. What's one thing that 
you'd like listeners to do based on today's discussion? Joanna, we'll start with you. 

Joanna Meyers (51:46): 

Oh gosh. This is like a million dollar questions because I have a lot of thoughts. I think I would have two. 
One is in personal discipleship and one is in Christian life and practice. In personal discipleship, I would 
invite our listeners to really think about the issues that are most dear and hot to them and ask how close 
is this tied to the Christian life that I see in scripture is this biblical? Is this partisan? Is this the full 
expression of the gospel in the world or have I just picked certain issues and said, “These are the most 
important ones for Christian?” So just considering like, is my faith best reflected in my partisan 
alignment? Just being willing to look at that or how might I have made my partisan alignment an idol.  
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 And I think in life and practice, I just appreciate that sense of listening and gentleness and I'm 
putting this into practice myself. I asked my sister and brother in law if we could have a listening session 
in their kitchen over beer. And I just want to sit and just listen and hear why they're thinking, why 
they're thinking and not get sassy, not get hot, just listen. 

Dustin Moody (52:48): 

Yeah. Rose Wynne, what about you? What's your takeaway from today? 

Rose Wynne Brooks (52:52): 

I think just the distinction that that was made between voting sort of in the abstract, right. And truly 
entering into it as a way and a responsibility to love your neighbor and to be for people in the process 
versus defending my place, my rights, my position in life, I think is a big one. And also I'm just going to 
poach from Joanna about getting together with my sister and brother-in-law and asking the same 
question and listen, give myself permission to listen to. 

Dustin Moody (53:29): 
Yeah. Scott, I love what you had to say about considering the plank in our own eyes. What is it about me 
and how am I exhibiting a posture of listening? That's something else you want, as well as my 
recommendation and takeaway would be to read both of Scott's books; Jesus Outside the Lines and A 
Gentle Answer. We'll link to both of those in our show notes. Scott, thanks again for joining us for the 
Faith & Work Podcast and we're excited to have you for the politics event in September.  

Scott Sauls (53:55): 

Really looking forward to that. And I promise to behave myself better with that next one. Thanks for 
having me [crosstalk 00:54:04] conversation.  

Dustin Moody (54:05): 

Yeah. Thanks again.  

Joanna Meyers (54:05): 

Yeah. Thank you, Scott. Gosh, I think I could listen to Scott Sauls all day Dustin he's just has so much 
insight and he delivers it in a way that really is practical and also sinks deeply into my soul. I am thrilled 
that he will be one of the panelists at the politics event. If you're intrigued by this conversation we've 
had today, if your interest was piqued by what Justin Giboney had to say on the podcast a couple of 
weeks ago, you were the perfect person to attend the September 17th politics of neighborly love event. 
I mean, just think about the panelists. We'll hear from Justin and Scott, we'll hear from Stephanie 
Summers, the CEO of the Center for Public Justice, former Tennessee Governor, Bill Haslam and our own 
theologian and residents Ryan Tafilowski will also be popping into the conversation.  
 It's going to be an amazing night. If you would like to learn more about it, you can go to 
politicsevent.org to learn more about the topics we'll be discussing and how you can register for the 
event. 

 If you've enjoyed this episode of the Faith & Work Podcast, please subscribe, leave a review and 
share with a friend. The Faith & Work Podcast is produced by Denver Institute for Faith & Work. We 
believe that work is a way to love God and serve our neighbors. To learn more or to make a financial 
contribution, visit denverinstitute.org. 
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